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P-MaNGA: full spectral fitting and stellar population maps from prototype observations
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ABSTRACT
MaNGA (Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory) is a 6-yr SDSS-IV (Sloan Digital Sky Survey IV) survey that will obtain resolved spectroscopy from 3600 to 10 300 Å for a representative sample of over 10 000 nearby galaxies. In this paper, we derive spatially resolved stellar population properties and radial gradients by performing full spectral fitting of observed galaxy spectra from P-MaNGA, a prototype of the MaNGA instrument. These data include spectra for 18 galaxies, covering a large range of morphological type. We derive age, metallicity, dust, and stellar mass maps, and their radial gradients, using high spectral-resolution stellar population models, and assess the impact of varying the stellar library input to the models. We introduce a method to determine dust extinction which is able to give smooth stellar mass maps even in cases of high and spatially non-uniform dust attenuation. With the spectral fitting, we produce detailed maps of stellar population properties which allow us to identify galactic features among this diverse sample such as spiral structure, smooth radial profiles with little azimuthal structure in spheroidal galaxies, and spatially distinct galaxy sub-components. In agreement with the literature, we find the gradients for galaxies identified as early type to be on average flat in age, and negative (−0.15 dex/Rₑ) in metallicity, whereas the gradients for late-type galaxies are on average negative in age (−0.39 dex/Rₑ) and flat in metallicity. We demonstrate how different levels of data quality change the precision with which radial gradients can be measured. We show how this analysis, extended to the large numbers of MaNGA galaxies, will have the potential to shed light on galaxy structure and evolution.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large spectroscopic surveys in the past 15 years (e.g. SDSS; York et al. 2000, GAMA; Driver et al. 2011, 2dFGRS; Folkes et al. 1999) have proved tremendously successful in deriving the physical properties of galaxies with high accuracy. Data across a range of redshift slices have been able to provide significant insight into the evolution of galaxy properties. Pairing these data with evolutionary population synthesis models (e.g. Vazdekis et al. 1996, 2010; Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997; Maraston 1998; Leitherer et al. 1999; Bruzual & Charlot 2003; Thomas, Maraston & Bender...
et al. (2015). Wake et al. (in preparation) presents the sample design, testing, and assembly of the fibre-IFUs are given in Drory et al. (2015). P-MaNGA data were obtained through a generous donation of observing time by the SDSS-III Collaboration (Eisenstein et al. 2011). These data are described in detail in Bundy et al. (2015). P-MaNGA observations are used to understand and quantify the capabilities of MaNGA and help predicting the results we should expect from the full data set.

The physical properties of galaxies are obtained by analysing spectra with stellar population models. In this paper, we perform full spectral fitting of population models on the P-MaNGA data. We use a new full spectral fitting code, FIREFLY (Wilkinson & Maraston, in preparation) and experiment with the full suite of high-resolution stellar population models by Maraston & Strömbäck (2011), which in particular provide models for various input spectral libraries. We generate 2D stellar population maps and 1D radial profiles and analyse the results.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the P-MaNGA observations, while Section 3 the tools of analyses used in this paper, namely the stellar population models and the fitting code. The description of our new treatment of dust reddening is also placed there, as well as the methodology to measure radial gradients. The analysis of individual stellar population maps and gradients is in Section 4. General results are in Section 5 where we include descriptions of tests we performed to assess the robustness of our work, and Section 6 presents the comparison with the other two early science P-MaNGA articles. Conclusions and discussion follow and close the paper.

2 P-MAN GA OBSERVATIONS

MaNGA is both an instrument suite and a survey that uses the Sloan 2.5 m telescope (Gunn et al. 2006). By 2014 September, identical sets of MaNGA hardware were installed in six SDSS cartridges, allowing six individual plug-plates to be observed on a given night. Each MaNGA cartridge (or ‘cart’ for short) consists of 17 science IFUs ranging in size from 19 fibres (12.5 arcsec diameter) to 127 fibres (32.5 arcsec diameter) that patrol a 3º diameter field of view. 12 seven-fibre ‘mini-bundles’ are used for standard star flux calibration and 92 individual fibres for sky subtraction.

All 1423 fibres have a 2.0 arcsec core diameter and a 2.5 arcsec outer diameter and – when the cartridge is mounted to the telescope – feed the highly sensitive BOSS spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013) which provides continuous wavelength coverage from 3600 to 10 300 Å at a spectral resolution $R \approx 7000$ and a total system throughput of $\sim 25$ percent. We use subsets of this wavelength range in the spectral fitting analysis of this paper, due to the limitations of the empirical simple stellar population (SSP) models that are used, as discussed in Section 3.1, which will be expanded in future work. Details on the MaNGA hardware are given by Drory et al. (2015). Instrument commissioning began in 2014 January.

In this work, we use data obtained using the MaNGA engineering prototype instrument (P-MaNGA) in 2013 January. P-MaNGA was designed to explore a variety of instrument design options, observing strategies, and data reduction algorithms. These P-MaNGA data...
offer a valuable look at MaNGA's potential but differ substantially from the MaNGA survey data in several ways. We summarize these differences in Table 1 and describe them below.

First, P-MaNGA used only 560 total fibres distributed across just one of the two BOSS spectrographs. 470 of these fibres had a 2.0 arcsec diameter core, while 90 had either a 30 or 5.0 arcsec core and are not used for the present analysis. 410 of the 2-arcsec fibres were bundled into eight IFUs with three sizes: 19 fibres (N19), 61 fibres (N61), and 127 fibres (N127). The P-MaNGA IFU complement was dramatically different from the MaNGA survey instrument, with 5 × N19 (instead of just two), 1 × N61 (instead of 4), 2 × N127 (instead of five), and no 37-fibre or 91-fibre IFUs. The masses and sizes of the P-MaNGA galaxies observed are therefore not representative of the final MaNGA sample.

P-MaNGA observations were obtained for three galaxy fields using plates 6650, 6651, and 6652 (see summary in Table 2). In each case, observations were obtained in sets of three 20-min exposures dithered by roughly a fibre radius along the vertices of an equilateral triangle to provide uniform coverage across each IFU. These three fields were observed to varying depths, and in varying conditions as required by the P-MaNGA engineering tasks that they were designed for. Although plate 6650 (Field 9) was observed to a depth comparable to what will be regularly achieved during MaNGA operations, plates 6651 (Field 11) and 6652 (Field 4) are both significantly shallower than MaNGA survey data, and plate 6651 was intentionally observed at high airmass resulting in particularly poor image quality.

Some of the P-MaNGA targets were drawn from early versions of the MaNGA sample design, but in many cases P-MaNGA targets were chosen for specific reasons. In each of the three plates, one N127 IFU was allocated to a galaxy already observed by the MaNGA operations, plates 6651 (Field 11) and 6652 (Field 4) are dramatically different from the MaNGA survey instrument, and are not used for the present analysis. 410 of the 2-arcsec fibres were bundled into eight IFUs with three sizes: 19 fibres (N19), 61 fibres (N61), and 127 fibres (N127). The P-MaNGA IFU complement was dramatically different from the MaNGA survey instrument, with 5 × N19 (instead of just two), 1 × N61 (instead of 4), 2 × N127 (instead of five), and no 37-fibre or 91-fibre IFUs. The masses and sizes of the P-MaNGA galaxies observed are therefore not representative of the final MaNGA sample.

Table 2. Details of P-MaNGA galaxy sample. Galaxy nicknames are structures as p (prototype), Field number (see Table 4) – IFU bundle size, iterative name A/B/C. Properties are from the SDSS Data Release 8 data base (Aihara et al. 2011). Stellar masses are from the MPA-JHU catalogue based on Kauffmann et al. (2003a), in the Data Release 8 photometric pipeline, scaled to 3-arcsec fibre magnitudes. These are compared to our mass estimates and other mass estimates from broad-band fitting in Section 5.4. Starred galaxies (∗) in groups γ and δ correspond to galaxies taken under very poor observational conditions and setup (plate 11, see Table 4), whereas other galaxies in these groups are taken with somewhat poorer conditions and/or setup than MaNGA, not selected by MaNGA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickname</th>
<th>MaNGAID</th>
<th>Bundle</th>
<th>RA Dec. (12000 degrees)</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>log ( M_\text{e} ) (mag)</th>
<th>( M_\gamma ) (mag)</th>
<th>( R_\text{e} ) (arcsec)</th>
<th>( R_{\text{IFU}} (R_\text{e}) )</th>
<th>Morphological type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p9-127A</td>
<td>12-188794</td>
<td>ma002</td>
<td>143.7400 +21.7053</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>9.1 - 18.5</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>LTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p9-61A</td>
<td>12-188807</td>
<td>ma002</td>
<td>144.2993 +21.6692</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>10.1 - 20.5</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>LTG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group α: MaNGA-like conditions and setup, has been selected for MaNGA sample.†

| p9-127B  | 12-131835 | ma008  | 143.7764 +21.6277      | 0.013 | 9.1 - 18.5 | 0.51 | 6.8 | 2.4 | LTG |
| p9-19B   | 12-131893 | ma005  | 142.7900 +22.7465      | 0.031 | 10.6 - 22.2 | 0.92 | 4.2 | 1.6 | ETG |
| p9-19D   | 12-131577 | ma007  | 142.7878 +20.9168      | 0.034 | 10.3 - 21.2 | 0.79 | 2.5 | 2.0 | ETG |
| p9-19E   | 12-131821 | ma001  | 145.1260 +21.2538      | 0.024 | 9.7 - 20.0 | 0.73 | 2.4 | 2.2 | ETG |

Group β: MaNGA-like conditions and setup, not selected by MaNGA.

| p4-19A   | 12-113557 | ma004  | 146.0504 +36.3873      | 0.027 | 9.4 - 19.5 | 0.49 | 2.5 | 2.5 | LTG |
| p4-19B   | 12-113506 | ma005  | 162.4946 +36.4150      | 0.023 | 9.5 - 19.5 | 0.53 | 4.6 | 1.4 | LTG |
| p4-19C   | 12-109657 | ma006  | 164.0237 +36.9600      | 0.022 | 9.5 - 19.4 | 0.72 | 4.8 | 1.3 | ETG |
| p11-61A* | 12-93688 | ma002  | 208.0482 +13.9999      | 0.024 | 10.1 - 20.7 | 0.77 | 7.3 | 1.5 | LTG |
| p11-19B* | 12-93551 | ma005  | 207.2591 +13.3470      | 0.024 | 9.2 - 19.4 | 0.42 | 2.4 | 2.6 | LTG |

Group γ: poor conditions and/or setup than MaNGA, has been selected for MaNGA sample.†

| p4-127A  | 12-109661 | ma003  | 163.9803 +36.8615      | 0.022 | 10.7 - 22.1 | 0.84 | 10.3 | 1.6 | LTG |
| p4-127B  | 12-109682 | ma008  | 164.2461 +37.6134      | 0.042 | 11.0 - 22.7 | 0.77 | 13.9 | 1.2 | LTG |
| p4-61A   | 12-113576 | ma002  | 164.4442 +36.2827      | 0.030 | 9.7 - 20.0 | 0.71 | 3.4 | 3.4 | LTG |
| p11-127A* | 12-196773 | ma004  | 12-196727 | ma008  | 209.2309 +14.1407 | 0.062 | 9.5 - 21.1 | 0.85 | 1.1 | 2.8 | LTG |

Group δ: poorer conditions and/or setup than MaNGA, not selected by MaNGA.

| p11-19A* | 12-93538 | ma006  | 206.7061 +14.4005      | 0.021 | 10.0 - 20.9 | 0.54 | 2.8 | 2.2 | LTG |
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CALIFA survey (Calar Alto Large Integral Field Area; Sánchez et al. 2012) for comparison purposes, even if it would not otherwise satisfy the MaNGA selection cuts. Additionally, the non-optimal IFU complement of the P-MaNGA instrument required some targets to be selected manually. Altogether, 18 P-MaNGA galaxies were observed (see Table 2).

The raw data were reduced using a prototype of the MaNGA data reduction pipeline (DRP), which is described in detail by Law et al. (in preparation). In brief, individual fibre flux and inverse variance spectra were extracted using a row-by-row algorithm, wavelength calibrated using a series of neon–mercury–cadmium arc lines, and flat-fielded using internal quartz calibration lamps. Sky-subtraction of the IFU fibre spectra was performed by constructing a cubic basis spline model of the sky background flux as seen by the 41 individual fibres placed on blank regions of sky, and subtracting off the resulting composite spectrum shifted to the native wavelength solution of each IFU fibre.

Flux calibration of the P-MaNGA data is performed by fitting Kurucz (1979 and revisions) model stellar spectra to the spectra of calibration standard stars covered with single fibres at each of the three dither positions. Such methods are shown from SDSS DR6 (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) to yield median calibration errors over all plates of less than 2 per cent. This method is preferable to observing flux-standard stars at different times from the galaxy observations, even on the same night systematic errors (e.g. due to changing airmass) are larger than the calibration error quoted above. The flux calibration vectors derived from these single-fibre spectra were found to vary by ~10 per cent from exposure to exposure, depending on the amount of light lost from the fibre due to atmospheric seeing and astrometric misalignments. The flux calibration error is due to the positional error of the fibres, which can be different from plate to plate. However, error is a slowly varying function of wavelength which is absorbed by the dust method described in Section 3.3, thereby minimizing the impact on the spectral fitting. While this uncertainty is acceptable for the present science purposes, the flux calibration uncertainty of the single fibres ultimately drove the design decision of the MaNGA survey to instead use seven-fibre IFU 'mini-bundles' for each calibration standard star, which results in a photometric accuracy better than 2.5 per cent between Hα and Hβ, and better than 7 per cent between [N II] 6584 and [O II] 3726, 3729 for MaNGA survey data (see Yan et al., in preparation).

Flux calibrated spectra from the blue and red cameras were combined together across the dichroic break using an inverse-variance-weighted basis spline function. Astrometric solutions were derived for each individual fibre spectrum that incorporate information about the IFU bundle metrology (i.e. fibre location within an IFU), dithering, and atmospheric chromatic differential refraction, among other effects. Fibre spectra from all exposures for a given galaxy were then combined together into a single data cube (and corresponding inverse variance array) using these astrometric solutions and a nearest-neighbour sampling algorithm similar to that used by the CALIFA survey. For the P-MaNGA data cubes, a spaxel size of 0.5 arcsec was chosen. The typical effective spatial resolution in the reconstructed data cubes can be described by a Gaussian with FWHM ≈ 2.5 arcsec. When binning the data cubes, we scale the resulting error vectors to approximately account for wavelength and spatial covariance in the P-MaNGA error cubes. The spectral resolution is given by FWHM = 2.35σ, which is a function of wavelength as described in Smee et al. (2013). In this analysis, we use P-MaNGA data cubes, which have been processed through the prototype DRP and a prototype data analysis pipeline (PDAP) being developed at the Institute of Cosmology and Gravitation of the University of Portsmouth.1 The relevant details are provided below.

2.1 The prototype data analysis pipeline (PDAP)

The PDAP analyses the reduced data cubes produced by the DRP to measure galaxy’s physical parameters, such as kinematics and emission line fluxes. This is summarized as a flow diagram in Fig. 1 and explained in the following paragraphs.

The first analysis block within the PDAP is to spatially bin adjacent spectra to increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. This is done by using the Voronoi Binning algorithm2 (Cappellari & Copin 2003). We implement optimal weighting to determine the S/N of

---

1 For information on the PDAP contact Daniel Thomas, daniel.thomas@port.ac.uk
2 Available from purl.org/cappellari/software
each bin as described in Section 2.1 of Cappellari & Copin (2003), in which the weighting given to each pixel is proportional to its S/N. Because the various galaxy’s physical parameters require different minimum S/N to be measured with a desired accuracy, the PDAP performs the spatial binning three times, producing three sets of spectra binned with different S/N criteria according to the scientific needs. These three sets of spectra are processed independently in subsequent analysis blocks, to extract the various galaxy parameters.

The S/N values quoted in the following sections are computed by calculating the median S/N per pixel over the wavelength range 5560 < λ/Å < 6942, the wavelength range of the SDSS r band (Fukugita et al. 1996), which straddles the dichroic break of the SDSS spectrograph (Smee et al. 2013), in order to better relate to the S/N measurements in SDSS photometry. However, the binned S/N values in the P-MaNGA data do not include error covariance. Hence, the S/N thresholds in the following sections are empirically chosen to give reliable extraction of each of the corresponding properties.

The first spatial binning requires a minimum S/N = 35 per bin and is used to measure absorption line indices. This requirement is based on the analysis of the errors of absorption indices as derived by Johansson, Thomas & Maraston (2012). The second spatial binning requires a minimum of S/N = 25 and is used to measure stellar kinematics. The requirement is derived from estimating the errors on kinematic parameters as in Cappellari & Emsellem (2004). The third spatial binning with a minimum S/N = 15 is used to measure the properties of the emission lines (kinematics, fluxes, equivalent widths, reddening, and Balmer decrement). This requirement is based on errors computed in Thomas et al. (2013).

The second analysis block within the PDAP fits the spatially binned spectra with a series of stellar templates and Gaussian functions. The fit is executed three times, one for each of the three groups of spatially binned spectra produced in the first analysis block.

The processes in the PDAP are applied to the full wavelength range of P-MaNGA data; however, for the spectral fitting analysis with FIREFLY, we use a large portion of this wavelength range due to the limitations of the current empirical SSP models used, as discussed in Section 3.1. In future work, we will expand this analysis to the full wavelength range.

The spectral fitting routine uses an implementation of the Penalized Pixel Fitting (hereafter, PPXF; Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) and Gas AND Absorption Line Fitting (hereafter GANDALF; Sarzi et al. 2006), and it is performed into two steps. In the first step, the galaxy’s ionized-gas lines are masked, and the stellar continuum is fitted with a series of SSP models from Maraston & Strömbäck (2011), which offer a large variety of calculations for various stellar libraries. In particular, the MILES-based models, which extend to ~7000 Å are joined with the fully theoretical M11 models based on the MARCS-stellar spectra which, by having the very high spectral resolution of 0.1 Å, makes it possible to match the required high spectral resolution of MILES (2.54 Å; Beifiori et al. 2011; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011; Prugniel, Vauglin & Koleva 2011) also in the near-IR (see Section 3.1). In this first step, stellar kinematics are measured.

In the second step, the entire (unmasked) spectrum is fitted with a series of SSP models and Gaussian functions, but the stellar kinematics are kept fixed from the measurements obtained in the first step. Gaussian functions are linked into three groups, so that each group of lines have the same velocity and velocity dispersion. The three groups are (i) Balmer lines, (ii) Na I absorption lines (5890–5896 Å), (iii) all the other ionized-gas emission lines. Each gas line is broadened with a Gaussian function to match the instrumental FWHM at the wavelength that the specific line is detected at. Multiplicative and additive polynomials, or a dust attenuation law (following the prescriptions in Sarzi et al. 2006) can be added to the fit procedure in these two steps.

The first execution of the spectral fitting routine (both steps as described above) is performed on the galaxy spectra of the first spatial binning. In this execution, sixth-order multiplicative polynomials are used to fit to the continuum. The best-fitting model of the emission lines is then removed from the galaxy binned spectra, and the strength of absorption line indices are measured. The best-fitting stellar template and the best-fitting stellar template convolved by the best-fitting stellar line-of-sight velocity dispersion are then used to correct absorption line indices for internal kinematic broadening. The best-fitting stellar and gas kinematics are used as starting guesses for the next execution of the spectral fitting routine.

The second execution (both steps as above) is performed on to the galaxy spectra of the second spatial binning. Only stellar templates that have been selected in the first execution are used. In this execution, sixth-order multiplicative polynomial and third-order additive polynomials are used for the fit. The best-fitting stellar and gas kinematics will be used as starting guesses for the next execution. The best-fitting stellar kinematics obtained in this step will be saved in the final output table, and will characterize the galaxy stellar kinematics.

The third execution of the spectral fitting routine (both steps as above) is performed on to the galaxy spectra of the third spatial binning. Only stellar templates that have been selected in the first execution are used. In this execution, sixth-order multiplicative polynomial and third-order additive polynomials are used in the first step, which is a fit using PPXF. Multiplicative polynomials, or a reddening extinction law if required, are used in the second step, which is fit using an adapted version (Thomas et al. 2013) of the code GANDALF (Sarzi et al. 2006). The best-fitting gas kinematics (velocity and velocity dispersion) of each fitted emission line will be averaged together using the line flux as weight to characterize the mean gas kinematics of the galaxy. Gas-subtracted galaxy spectra are de-redshifted using the stellar kinematics measured in this third execution.

In this work, we used the PDAP to bin the galaxy spectra to reach a minimum S/N = 5, lower than the thresholds used previously since we use full spectral fitting rather than fits to emission or absorption lines. We chose S/N = 5 as it seems adequate to provide well-constrained fits, based on tests done on mock galaxy spectra in Wilkinson & Maraston (in preparation). We then fitted the binned spectra following the prescription of the third execution of the spectral fitting routine, namely to remove gas lines and to set spectra to rest frame. The gas-free, rest-framed spectra are then analysed, as described in Section 4.

3 ANALYSIS TOOLS

3.1 Models

In this work, we use the stellar population models of Maraston & Strömbäck (2011, hereafter M11) in order to match observed spectral energy distributions (SEDs) to physical properties of the stellar populations observed. We use the spectra of the base models,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model library</th>
<th>Wavelength coverage (min–max)/Å</th>
<th>Age coverage (min–max)/Myr</th>
<th>Metallicity coverage (Z/H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILES</td>
<td>3500–7429</td>
<td>6.5–15 000</td>
<td>[0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STELIB</td>
<td>3201–7900</td>
<td>30–15 000</td>
<td>[0.01, 0.02, 0.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELODIE</td>
<td>3900–6800</td>
<td>3–15 000</td>
<td>[0.0001, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Summary of observational conditions and setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Conditions and setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>α/β</td>
<td>Exposure 3.0 hr, seeing 1.7 arcsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>γ/δ</td>
<td>Exposure 2.0 hr, seeing 1.3 arcsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>γ/δ</td>
<td>Exposure 1.0 hr, seeing 2.0 arcsec, (airmass ~1.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and 15 Gyr, and metallicities of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 times solar metallicity. We also use two different IMFs for each of these libraries, Salpeter (Salpeter 1955) and Kroupa (Kroupa 2001). In a separate project, we plan to use the data to constrain more exotic IMFs.

3.2 Fitting method

To obtain stellar population properties from the data, we use a new full spectral fitting code, which we named FIREFLY. This was written with the purposes of mapping out inherent spectral degeneracies, working well at low S/N, comparing input stellar libraries, and making as few assumptions about the star formation histories derived as possible by modelling each star formation history as a linear combination of bursts (SSPs). The code is discussed in detail with tests to mock galaxies and example applications to SDSS galaxies in Wilkinson & Maraston (in preparation), and is summarized in this paper in the following paragraphs.

FIREFLY is a chi-squared minimization fitting code that for a given input observed SED, returns a set (typically of the order of $10^2$–$10^3$) of model fits, each of which is a linear combination of SSPs. This set of fits is obtained through an iterative algorithm that is coded as follows.

We initially fit all base SSPs on the observed spectrum and save their chi-squared value.⁵

We then begin improving these fits, by checking if their chi-squared values are improved by adding a different SSP component with equal luminosity as the first one. For example, a 1 Gyr, solar metallicity SSP fit ($F_{\lambda} = M_1 \, \lambda$) may be improved by adding a 2 Gyr, solar metallicity component, thus creating a linear combination of SSPs as a fit to the data as $F_{\lambda} = \frac{1}{2} \, M_1 \, \lambda + \frac{1}{2} \, M_2 \, \lambda$. Each of the possible combinations of two SSPs are checked for improvement on the one-SSP fit, and a selection of the best set of fits from both one- and two-SSP fits is saved for the next iteration. This means we are somewhat limited in the precision of weightings we can achieve with individual fits, since the smallest possible multiple of weighting on a given SSP will be given by 1/(number of iterations). However, since we construct many (of the order of 1000) possible combinations,

⁵ Calculated as $\chi^2 = \sum \frac{(O(\lambda) - M(\lambda))^2}{\sigma^2(\lambda)}$, where $O$ is the observed SED, $M$ is the model SED, and $E$ is the error spectrum, all as a function of wavelength $\lambda$.  

i.e. SSPs. SSPs are coeval populations of stars with a given age, metallicity (in terms of [Z/H]), and IMF.

The M11 models assume the same energetics – stellar tracks and fuel consumptions in post-main sequence – as those by Maraston (2005), and in particular include the contribution of the thermally pulsating asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) phase (see below). The main difference is the assumed input stellar spectra, which allows the calculations of model spectra at higher spectral resolution. M11 explored all available optical empirical stellar libraries, namely MILES (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006), STELIB (Le Borgne et al. 2005), and ELODIE (Prugniel et al. 2007) and also a theoretical stellar library from the MARCS (Gustafsson et al. 2008) model atmosphere calculations. The latter allows the calculation of high-resolution models also in the near-IR. The resulting stellar population parameter coverage is summarized in Table 3.⁴

A few model features are worth noticing. First, empirical libraries do not contain enough M dwarf stars to cover the full temperature and gravity extension of the theoretical main sequence from stellar tracks. M11 filled the empirical libraries with theoretical dwarf spectra from the MARCS library, smoothed to the appropriate resolution. Secondly, none of these optical empirical libraries contain carbon or oxygen-rich stars required to characterize the TP-AGB phase. M11 use the same low-resolution empirical spectra from Lançon & Wood (2000) that were used in Maraston (2005) and re-bin them via interpolation in wavelength in order to match the wavelength binning of the given library. Even if the actual resolution of those spectra remain low, the effect of the TP-AGB component on the continuum and broad features is visually identifiable in the spectra.

For the full spectral fitting analysis, we use the empirically based models because they extend down to low ages (see Table 4 and M11). This means that in practice we do not exploit the full wavelength extension of the P-MaNGA data, which we will pursue at a later stage when empirical SSP models with young stars with suitable resolution in the near-IR will be available.

An interesting finding of M11 were variations in the optical model spectra due to the input stellar library (see fig. 12 in M11). These potentially impact the galaxy properties that are obtained when different models are applied to data. For example, M11 fit the M67 globular cluster spectrum with all models finding that MILES-based models released an old (9 Gyr), half-solar metallicity best-fitting solution for this cluster, while STELIB-based models gave the parameters determined from the colour–magnitude diagram (CMD), namely 3 Gyr and solar metallicity. These findings motivate us to quantify these subtle model effects on the derived properties of the P-MaNGA data (see Section 5.5). Here, it should be noted that when we make direct comparisons between models we use the parameter coverage contained in all three of the models. This corresponds to a wavelength range of 3900–6800 Å, ages varying between 30 Myr.

we can achieve a higher level of precision by combining these fits together by their probability, see below.

This process then iterates to the next step, where we check whether any of two-SSP fits can be improved with a further SSP contribution. Thus, following the convention in the example above, we may find an improved fit with \( F_{\ell} = \frac{1}{3} M_{1} \Gamma_{y} z_{1} + \frac{1}{2} M_{2} \Gamma_{y} z_{2} + \frac{1}{3} M_{0.5} \Gamma_{y} 0.5 z_{0.5} \). Thus, we continue iteratively checking for additional SSP solutions with different weightings of SSPs. Each iteration of the fit can still be added to create new fits, thus allowing solutions with different weightings of SSPs.

To avoid overfitting and allow for convergence of the number of SSPs used in each linear combination, each iteration must improve on the previous fit by a statistically significant amount. To enforce this, we employ the Bayesian Information Criterion (Liddle 2007),

\[
\text{BIC} = \chi^{2} + k \ln n
\]

where \( k \) is the number of fitting parameters used (in our case, the number of SSPs added in combination to make a fit), and \( n \) is the number of observations (in our case, the number of flux points used in the fit). Each iteration must reduce the BIC to be included in the output set of fits. This therefore adds a penalty term to the chi-squared value that scales linearly to the number of SSPs used in each linear combination. For the majority of FIREFLY fits of P-MaNGA data, fits converge at around the fifth iteration.

Once a set of fits is obtained, we calculate each of their stellar masses (including the subtraction of stellar mass losses and the contribution by stellar remnants as described in Maraston 1998, 2005), light-weighted and mass-weighted ages and metallicities, and the chi-squared values. We then calculate likelihoods for each of these fits by using the chi-squared cumulative probability distribution as follows:

\[
P(X > \chi_{o}^{2}) = \int_{\chi_{o}^{2}}^{\infty} \frac{1}{2^{k/2}\Gamma(k/2)} \chi^{(k/2)-1} e^{-X/2} dX,
\]

where \( \Gamma \) is the Gamma function, \( \chi_{o}^{2} \) is the critical value of chi-squared we use to find the cumulative probabilities. \( k \) is the degrees of freedom, which can be expressed as \( k = N - v - 1 \), where \( N \) is the number of (independent) observations and \( v \) is the number of fitting parameters. Hence, for our method, \( N \) is the number of data flux points that we are fitting model fluxes to (of the order of 3000 for P-MaNGA observations), and \( v \) is the number of SSPs used in linear combination to obtain our fits. In cases where errors are badly estimated (either over- or underestimated), resulting in a poorly constrained likelihood distribution, we assume that the error, and therefore the chi-squared values, is offset by a constant multiplicative factor in order to bring the lowest chi-squared value to the degrees of freedom, and re-calculate the likelihoods of the fits accordingly.

We then use these probabilities to fit a Gaussian profile\(^6\) to each of the marginal distributions of the parameters in order to estimate their averages and standard deviations. The standard deviations are used as estimates for the errors on each of the properties. We note that the error estimate using this method will include the spectral degeneracies between the stellar population properties folded into the random errors. Generally however, higher random errors taken over a large range of different stellar populations will correspond to higher error estimates. Separating out the statistical errors on the spectra from the spectral degeneracies requires careful simulation, which will be analysed in future work. The exception to this method is the dust calculation, hence degeneracies with dust are not folded into these error estimates. The method for calculating dust is discussed in the next subsection.

We note that the errors derived in this paper are statistical plus degeneracy errors only. They do not include systematic errors from the modelling, fitting code, or covariance between pixels. For a detailed discussion of the treatment of covariance for the SAMI IFU survey, we direct the reader to Sharp et al. (2015). However, we do quantify the size of the first two of these systematic effects in Sections 5.5 and 5.6. For the effect of covariance between pixels, we note that MaNGA data will have more accurate estimation of spectral errors, allowing accurate propagation through to the final data cubes from which we can construct covariance measures between pixels, but this is beyond the time-scale of this paper. Hence, in this paper, we assume that each 2.0 arcsec fibre is an independent observation, which with dithering will increase in area slightly, to approximately 4 arcsec\(^2\). Thus, each 0.5 arcsec spaxel of the reconstructed data cube is dependent on 15 other spaxels. Therefore, when binning data cubes in this paper, for example in elliptical bins for the radial profiles, we calculate standard areas assuming that the number of independent observations is equal to the number of grid points analysed, divided by 16. We note that always applying this 1/16 factor to the variance in each radial bin means that the overall error on a single radial bin will be an overestimate, since all 16 pixels from a given fibre may not be included in each radial bin. However, this means that the covariance between bins is therefore included in the radial profiles and thus the gradient estimations. The codependence of neighbouring pixels will be analysed in more detail in future work.

FIREFLY is able to work with either emission-cleaned spectra or implement masking over emission features as appropriate. In this paper, we use emission-cleaned spectra, as described in Section 2. GANDALF, when fitting to emission lines, also has the added benefit of releasing accurate measurements of the SEDs due to the velocity dispersion of the stars in the object, based on PPAF fits (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004). This broadening effect essentially ‘downgrades’ the resolution to which we can identify absorption features in that SED, often below that of the instrumental resolution of the observation, and very often below that of the model spectra that we have used. Therefore, one needs to downgrade the model SSP resolution to match this effective resolution. In all of our analyses, this is done based on the measurement of this broadening from GANDALF with PPAF.

A particular advantage of the code when applied to P-MaNGA is the ability to map out degeneracies in age, metallicity, and dust for each individual spectrum. These effects are also explored in detail for whole-galaxy spectra in Wilkinson & Maraston (in preparation). The P-MaNGA data are binned spatially into Voronoi bins (see Cappellari & Copin 2003) in order to give a target S/N per spatial bin of 5. This gives a 2D map of 1D spectra (in other words, a 3D data cube) which are then fit individually with FIREFLY for each model combination.

3.3 Measuring dust

A feature of the code that P-MaNGA has allowed us to hone is the measurement of dust extinction. The flux calibration issues discussed in Section 2 require us to develop a more sophisticated approach to dealing with the large-scale wavelength feature of a dust attenuation curve, the measurement of which would otherwise become degenerate with the similarly large-scale feature of an...
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Figure 2. The effect of different methods for dealing with dust attenuation in fitting codes with the example galaxy p4-127A (in Table 2), analysed using MILES-based M11 models with its full parameter range.

unknown flux calibration curve. Visual inspection of the SDSS images corresponding to the P-MaNGA objects allows us to provide a sanity check on the results.

Consider the galaxy in Fig. 2(a), where a dust lane clearly covers the top of the P-MaNGA footprint.

One could attempt to fold in dust extinction into the fitting code by treating it as an additional free parameter to the models. However, in practice the dust–age–metallicity degeneracy together with flux calibration issues become so strong as to conspire to produce unphysical solutions. This is shown in Fig. 2(b), where the $E(B-V)$ values correspond to the value of the single parameter Calzetti law (Calzetti et al. 2000) to derive attenuation curves. The $E(B-V)$ values have a high degree of scatter, are high in general, and the band of higher values that could be identified as a dust lane is clumpy and difficult to interpret. The result is clearly not an optimal representation of this galaxy.

The problem with this approach is that the large-scale shape of a spectrum is the product of both the stellar population components, the flux calibration factor, and also dust attenuation. On the other hand, the flux values of a spectrum at small scales is a result of only the stellar population components and are not sensitive to dust or flux calibration. Typically, fits to galaxy SEDs are driven by the continuum, due to it having better S/N and less noise correlation compared to individual features. Therefore, these fits are very susceptible to dust, which can become particularly problematic. If there are (even small) offsets in the continuum shape (i.e. if the continuum is flux-calibrated incorrectly or badly modelled), it can be difficult to separate out the degeneracy between dust and other stellar population properties, since both affect the overall continuum shape.

Our solution is to use an analytical function across all wavelengths to rectify the continuum before deriving the stellar population parameters. We use a functional form called high-pass filter (HPF). An HPF removes the large-scale features of a spectrum, such as continuum shape and dust extinction, through the use of a window function applied to the Fourier transform of the spectra as follows:

$$\text{Flux}_{\text{output}}(\lambda) = \text{Flux}_{\text{input}}(\lambda) \otimes W(\lambda),$$

where this is the convolution in real space, and the window function $W(\lambda)$ describes which modes are removed by the Fourier filter, where $k$ are the modes of the spectra. Roughly, these modes can be thought of as corresponding to features of the spectrum with wavelength size given by $k$ times the number of wavelength points in the spectrum. Since we remove the long modes of the spectrum, we want a window function that only allows small modes. By testing the results with mock galaxies made from SSPs, we find that the following step function gives good results, with the derived properties being stable to small changes in the function:

$$W_k = \begin{cases} 0 & k \leq k_{\text{crit}} \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},$$

where we set $k_{\text{crit}} = 40$ in this paper.

For example, a spectrum with regular wavelength intervals of 1 Å between 3000 and 9000 Å will be completely represented by 6000 modes. A filter that excludes the first 20 modes of a spectrum will therefore ignore all features in the spectrum that are larger than $6000/20 = 300$ Å. The choice of modes excluded by the window function is chosen to remove potentially badly modelled or badly calibrated modes.

The step-by-step process of obtaining a dust attenuation curve is described in Fig. 3.

$^7$ In this paper, we shall use this form of the Calzetti law, with $R_V = 4.05$, as default in all of our derivations.
Figure 3. Example of fitting a spectrum for dust using an HPF. Starting top left and moving horizontally, the panels describe each stage of the filter and fitting process. Panel (a) shows the input model spectrum corresponding to a 30 Myr, $[Z/H]=0$ SSP with an S/N applied at each flux point of 50. Panel (b) shows that data processed through an HPF that removes large-scale features such as continuum shape and dust extinction. Panel (c) shows the fit to the filtered spectrum using models that are filtered in the same way. All models used to make this fit have $E(B-V)=0$ since we would be removing the effect of dust attenuation on the models anyway. Using the same parameters determined through the fit in panel (c), panel (d) shows the corresponding parameters in the unfiltered model case. We expect to see a systematic tilt between the data and models, corresponding to a dust attenuation curve. In panel (e) we find the best value for $E(B-V)$ by calculating the [data/model] spectrum and fitting this to a range of attenuation curves across the whole spectrum. In practice, we used $E(B-V)$ of 0.01, but intervals of 0.10 are shown here for clarity. The best-fitting $E(B-V)$ for this case is 0.50, exactly matching our input value of 0.50. Lastly, we use the value of $E(B-V)$ obtained to re-fit the original data using unfiltered attenuated models. Panel (f) shows the final fit obtained across the whole wavelength range.

(i) In Fig. 3(a), we show an example spectrum. This corresponds to a 30 Myr SSP from the MILES-based M11 models with a known $E(B-V)$ of 0.5, applied using the Calzetti law. We apply a Gaussian displacement on each point corresponding to S/N of 50 for clarity, although this process works as well down to S/N of 5, which is the lowest value for the P-MaNGA data outputs that we will be using in this paper. This spectrum is chosen to represent what the stellar populations of a portion of the dust lane in the galaxy in Fig. 2(a) might contain, using a known set of properties such that we can test their recovery. We apply random errors at each flux point assuming an S/N of 50.

(ii) We apply equation (2) to the data, giving the output shown in Fig. 3(b). This equation is also applied to all of the models, which are not attenuated by dust.

(iii) These filtered models are then fit to the filtered data in Fig. 3(c).

(iv) We then use the parameters measured from this fit in the unfiltered models and data (shown in Fig. 3d), dividing the best model fit by the data to give a residual attenuation curve.

(v) As shown in Fig. 3(e), we then use the dust attenuation models of Calzetti et al. (2000) to find the best matching $E(B-V)$ value that fits the recovered curve. The best-fitting model in this case returns $E(B-V) = 0.5$, exactly as input. Down to an S/N of 5, we can recover dust in mock galaxies to within 0.05 in $E(B-V)$.

(vi) The best-fitting curve is then applied to the models, which are then fit to the full unfiltered data spectrum to give the final fit in Fig. 3(f).^8

This number of large-scale modes excluded in the fit, selected by $k_{\text{crit}}$, has been tested empirically on a range of mock galaxy spectra based on SSPs. Fig. 4 shows the dust recovery, in terms of extinction in $B-V$, as a function of input age, metallicity, and extinction. Each of these properties are marginalized over the other two, meaning that, for example, the bottom plot shows the recovery of dust as a function of $k_{\text{crit}}$ and dust input summed over all possible values of SSP age and metallicity input.

The plots show some dependence on dust recovered with age, visible as red or blue structure in the top plot, coming from age–dust degeneracy. However, the $E(B-V)$ values are recovered generally within a 0.03 margin within a large range of $k_{\text{crit}}$ from that used in this paper. The metallicity plot shows that dust is recovered very well except when excluding modes $k_{\text{crit}} > 60$, where some small dependences ($<0.02$ in $E(B-V)$) start to become apparent. The input dust plot, bottom, similarly shows that dust recovery is

^8 Errors on the dust extinction measured are evaluated separately to other stellar population properties since we fit this separately, and so consequently errors on age, metallicity, and stellar mass do not include errors arising from their degeneracies with dust.
excluded in the fit. The number of modes excluded is described by an effective parameter (in equation 3). The three plots show recovery of dust values [in terms of difference $E(B-V)$] from mock galaxy spectra from MILES-based models as a function of the number of large-scale modes $k_{\text{crit}}$ used in this paper. At around $k_{\text{crit}} < 15$, we see that we almost always underestimate the amount of dust, except for low values of input dust where we cannot construct an attenuation curve to remove. Conversely, at $k_{\text{crit}} > 90$, we see increasing instability in the age plot (top) as we are removing more information from our data in terms of wavelength modes used.

To properly compare with the P-MaNGA analysis, we have downgraded the wavelength sampling of the P-MaNGA spectra to match that of the wavelength sampling of the model spectra mock spectra. In these tests, we have used MILES-based models, which have been interpolated to give a constant resolution of $R = \lambda / \Delta \lambda = 4343$. The P-MaNGA spectra, with sampling of $R = 10000$ are therefore downgraded to the model sampling. Changing the wavelength sampling by a constant factor will change the $k_{\text{crit}}$ values by that same factor accordingly. Hence, the value of the number of modes excluded is an effective $k_{\text{crit}}$, written as $k_{\text{eff}}$, that applies to the P-MaNGA wavelength sampling.

Mock spectra were made by taking input model SSPs and perturbing each of their flux points by an amount drawn randomly from a Gaussian probability distribution on each point given an input S/N. For these tests, we use an S/N of 10, since these represent the typical values for P-MaNGA data in the outer regions of most of the sample galaxies. We note that lowering S/N to 5 increases the errors by approximately factor 2, whereas increasing the S/N to 20 reduces the errors by approximately a factor 2, but show very similar patterns to the plots shown in Fig. 4 otherwise.

It is important to note that the particular window function used remains self-consistent as it is applied in exactly the same way to both the data and model SEDs.\(^9\)

Using this method, we derive the dust map shown in Fig. 2(c). This is a clear improvement, as dust values are lower and more consistent, and especially show a band of higher dust values that matches the position of the observed dust lane in Fig. 2(a).

This example case shows that the functions described in equations (2) and (3) can recover dust values well despite potential flux calibration problems in at least this galaxy. We also find sensible spatially confined dust determinations for other P-MaNGA galaxies, and hence use this approach as standard in this paper. Whether this more sophisticated approach to dust attenuation is advantageous for cases where flux calibration is not thought to be a problem will be discussed in future work.

To derive radial gradients of stellar population properties, we bin the stellar population properties output by FIREFLY into elliptical annuli that are scaled in along the major axis such that the bins are constant in effective radius. From these summed properties, we derive surface mass profiles, mass-weighted stellar age profiles, and mass-weighted stellar metallicity profiles. Example profiles for the galaxy p9-19B are shown in Fig. 5.

\(^9\) We apply the filter directly to the model SSPs, and fit combinations of these to the filtered models. This takes considerably less CPU time than applying the filter to each of the model combinations, and makes only an extremely small difference to the fluxes at each point (\(\lesssim 0.5\) per cent on any given flux point, most considerably less than this). This is because the filtering process tends towards a distributive operation at the large number of flux points on any given spectrum that we analyse.
Figure 5. Group α, galaxy p9-19B as in Table 2. Stellar population maps and profiles analysed using MILES-based models with their full parameter range. The radial profiles are overplotted in red with a linear fit to the data, in the age and metallicity profiles to show the derived gradient, and a quadratic fit in the stellar mass density profile in order to guide the eye. We use a pixel-to-pixel Gaussian filter to smooth the maps for ease of visualization, but use a 0.5 σ kernel in order to retain small-scale features. This galaxy has been observed with good observational conditions with a MaNGA-like exposure time and dithering, and is selected in the MaNGA primary sample. Therefore, out of the P-MaNGA data set, these observations are the most similar to the expected output of the MaNGA primary sample.
4 ANALYSIS OF STELLAR POPULATION MAPS

For each P-MaNGA galaxy, we derive maps of stellar mass density, light-weighted and mass-weighted stellar age and metallicity in terms of $[Z/H]$, and dust extinction in terms of $E(B-V)$. We use the following conventions for denoting the age and metallicity properties: metallicities are written as $[Z/H]_L$ and $[Z/H]_M$ and ages are written as $(\text{age})_L$ and $(\text{age})_M$ (or $(\log \text{age})_L$ and $(\log \text{age})_M$ for the logarithmic values) for luminosity- and mass-weighted properties, respectively.

As noted above, we provide two types of stellar population maps. The first set shown in the plots are maps that are computed by weighting each stellar population component by their total luminosity across the wavelength range fitted, and find the geometric average of this to compute ‘light-weighted’ properties as a function of position. The second set of maps and also the radial profiles are computed by weighting each stellar population component by their stellar mass contribution, again finding the geometric average of this to compute ‘mass-weighted’ properties.

In this paper, we show both mass- and light-weighted properties since they can complement each other well to identify certain processes more clearly. For example, recent star formation will dramatically reduce the light-weighted stellar age deduced due to the high luminosity it contributes, despite perhaps being a very small mass component. A featureless $(\text{age})_M$ map with a steep negative $(\text{age})_L$ gradient can thus be interpreted as a galaxy that has most of its stars distributed uniformly across the galaxy but with some more star formation in its outer regions. We discuss case-by-case where these differences are greatest. Conversely, small or negligible differences in light- and mass-weighted properties come from having star formation histories that are well represented by a single-burst of star formation at its formation. Moderate differences can therefore be interpreted as having extended episode(s) of star formation. We note that FIREFLY fits stellar population components using their light contributed, and thus mass-weighted properties are decoded from the light-weighted properties by calculating the mass-to-light ratio of each stellar population component.

In all radial profile plots and analysis of gradients, we use mass-weighted property values since these give insight into the mass assembly history of the galaxies. Mass-weighted properties better trace the whole evolutionary history of the galaxy, rather than being highly affected by phases contributing a high proportion of light, such as recent star formation.

In the following sections, we will discuss some of the features identified in the stellar population maps by grouping galaxies by their similarity in data quality to the full MaNGA samples, both primary and secondary, and whether they would be included in the MaNGA target selection. Since in this work we do not calculate covariance between pixels due to the preliminary nature of the error estimates on the spectra, as discussed in Section 3.2, we calculate the statistical standard errors on the gradients obtained assuming that each pixel is dependent on 15 other pixels that in total represent a dithered 2 arcsec fibre observation.

After discussing each of the groups ($\alpha$ to $\delta$) from Table 2 separately in this section, we provide summary plots in Section 5 showing the gradients obtained across the whole sample and the statistical errors obtained on the profiles derived as a function of observational condition. We then test the stability of the results obtained as a function of stellar library. Lastly, we compare with literature values for both total stellar mass and detailed IFU stellar population information.

4.1 MaNGA-selected galaxies with high-quality data: Group $\alpha$

Two galaxies from P-MaNGA – p9-19B (Fig. 5) and p9-19D (Fig. A1) – fall into the MaNGA primary sample selection whilst also maintaining MaNGA-like data quality with $3 h$ exposures and decent (1.7 arcsec) seeing conditions. Both have been observed with the N19 IFU setup.

These galaxies are visually identified as early-type galaxies and indeed show a high level of radial symmetry in their age, metallicity, and stellar mass density maps.

Galaxy p9-19B has a $(\log \text{age})_L = 8 \text{ Gyr}/(\log \text{age})_M = 10 \text{ Gyr}$, slightly supersolar metallicity core going down to $(\log \text{age})_L = (\log \text{age})_M = 5 \text{ Gyr}$ with sub-solar metallicity at above 1 effective radius, and is largely dustless except for at very high radii along the minor axis. Galaxy p9-19D is similar but with a weaker age and metallicity gradient.

In both of these cases, we recover extremely smooth negative stellar population profiles with very low errors on each point, with the median of errors of 0.05, 0.10 dex in age, 0.05, 0.08 dex in metallicity, and 0.03, 0.07 dex in surface mass density for p9-19B and p9-19D, respectively. This results in errors on their respective gradients determined to 0.03, 0.05 dex/$R$, in age and 0.05–0.09 dex/$R$, in metallicity, which bodes well for MaNGA observations of early-type galaxies like these.

Two further galaxies from P-MaNGA fall into the MaNGA secondary sample, having wider radial coverage. The stellar population maps and profiles of these galaxies are shown and described in the appendix. We note for both of these cases the more complex nature of the stellar populations as a function of position, coupled with the lower spatial resolution than the MaNGA primary sample, means that the uncertainties on the profiles derived are greater. Profiles are determined to a median of 0.14, 0.11 dex in age, 0.24, 0.17 dex in metallicity, and 0.10, 0.07 dex in stellar mass density, corresponding to errors on the gradients to be 0.07, 0.07 dex/$R$, in age and 0.14, 0.13 dex/$R$, in metallicity, for p9-19E and p9-127B, respectively. This still allows recovery of significant gradients in all cases, showing that the MaNGA secondary sample should be able to find a good sample of clearly defined age gradients though may find difficulties for weak metallicity gradients.

4.2 Non-MaNGA galaxies with high-quality data: Group $\beta$

The last two galaxies from the high-quality sub-sample of P-MaNGA would not be selected in the MaNGA samples, due to their low redshift and hence low radial coverage by the MaNGA IFUs. These galaxies, p9-127A (Fig. A4) and p9-61A (Fig. 6), are observed with N27 and N61 IFUs, cover 0.7 and 1.2 $R_e$, and are visually identified as a face-on spiral and an early-type galaxy, respectively. The high number of fibres per unit radius means that we are able to derive more detailed, but radially limited, data than would be achievable with the full MaNGA samples.

As an example, galaxy p9-61A shows in its population maps and gradients a nearly flat metallicity profile with a ring of younger metallicities around the young central core. Its older population is shown as a 4 Gyr ring in $(\log \text{age})_L$ around the core before becoming younger in its halo population. This is more difficult to see in $(\log \text{age})_M$, suggesting that the mass fraction of young stars in the halo is small. The metallicity gradient is nearly flat on average, apart from the low-metallicity ring causing a dip in the profile. The dust lane stretching vertically is clearly recovered in the dust attenuation map. We can clearly see the effect of the dust in the age and metallicity maps too, with the dust regions corresponding to lower ages (particularly in $(\log \text{age})_L$, very suggestive of recent
Figure 6. Group \( \beta \), galaxy p9-61A as in Table 2. Stellar population maps and profiles analysed using MILES-based models with their full parameter range, as described in detail in Fig. 5. Observed under the same setup as galaxy p9-19B (Fig. 5), except with an N61 IFU, and observed to a higher spatial resolution than would be targeted for the MaNGA sample.

Star formation or a continuous star formation history) and higher metallicities.

The high spatial detail in these two cases will not be possible to recover in MaNGA due to the higher redshift, and therefore lower spatial resolution of the target galaxies. None the less, the radial profiles are similar in the range of errors to the group \( \alpha \) primary galaxies, with 0.04, 0.11 dex in age, 0.05, 0.19 dex in metallicity and 0.03, 0.08 dex in surface mass density profiles for p9-127A and p9-61A, respectively. Due to the smaller radial extent probed (0.7 and 1.2 \( R_e \)), this gives somewhat higher errors on the gradients recovered of 0.07, 0.13 dex/\( R_e \) in age and 0.09, 0.18 dex/\( R_e \) in metallicity, for p9-127A and p9-61A, respectively.
4.3 MaNGA-selected galaxies with lower quality data: Group γ

Five galaxies fall into the category of being selected in MaNGA, but due to testing of the P-MaNGA instrument, have lower exposure times, and/or were taken in poor observational conditions. Specifically, plate 11 and plate 4 have one and two hour exposure times, respectively, compared to the MaNGA exposure time of three hours, and plate 11 has the additional problem of having been observing under an airmass of 1.5, see Table 2.

We begin by looking at plate 4, which has observational conditions somewhat closer to what can be expected from the MaNGA sample than plate 11. Galaxies p4-19B (Fig. A5) and p4-19C (Fig. 7) would fall in the primary MaNGA sample, with N19 IFU coverage of 1.4 and 1.3 \( R_e \), respectively. We take galaxy p4-19C as an example of galaxies in this group. It is an early-type galaxy, that from the stellar age population map has an intermediate-age (6 Gyr in both (log age)\(_L\) and (log age)\(_M\)) core with a very flat gradient out to large radii. The ([Z/H])\(_L\) and ([Z/H])\(_M\) map shows a clear negative gradient; going from approximately half-solar metallicity to \([Z/H] = -0.5\). The stellar mass density map is relatively smooth and radially symmetric.

The poorer exposure times result in somewhat poorer stellar population radial recovery than the group α and β galaxies. Errors are of the order of 0.06, 0.09 dex in age, 0.10, 0.21 dex in metallicity, and 0.06, 0.09 in stellar mass density for the profiles of p4-19C and p4-19B, respectively. Stellar mass density profile errors are the least affected compared to group α which suggests that the quality of data lost by the lower exposure time affects age and metallicity determinations more significantly than surface mass density determinations. The corresponding respective errors on the gradients are 0.07, 0.11 dex/\( R_e \) in age and 0.08–0.21 dex/\( R_e \) in metallicity on average. Thus, a 2 h exposure, whilst giving about a factor 1.5 higher in error on the radial information obtained compared to MaNGA-like 3 h exposures, can still give significant age gradients for many galaxies but would not be able to significantly test many metallicity gradients.

Plate 11 has two galaxies that would be selected in MaNGA, p11-61A and p11-19B, in the primary and secondary samples, respectively. We do not show their stellar population maps since they represent much poorer data quality than what we expect from MaNGA, and the high pixel-to-pixel variance of the maps make them difficult to interpret. Instead, we describe them briefly here.

Galaxy p11-61A is visually identifiable as an inclined disc galaxy, with N19 IFU coverage of 1.5 \( R_e \), with a red core with bluer surroundings. This is matched to an older ([log age])\(_L\) = 5 Gyr/[log age])\(_M\) = 10 Gyr compared to surrounding [log age])\(_L\) = 5 Gyr/[log age])\(_M\) = 3 Gyr, metal-rich ([Z/H])\(_M\) = 0.2 dex compared to −0.1 dex surroundings) bulge with a 1 kpc radial size, giving a strong negative age gradient. However, the stellar population maps and particularly the dust attenuation map shows a high degree of scatter that is not spatially confined to a particular region, suggesting that we are suffering from the effects of poor observational conditions.

Similarly, galaxy p11-19B, a face-on blue spiral galaxy, shows a high degree of scatter in its stellar population maps, particularly in its age map. This galaxy has an average age of 500 Myr, and also has a 2-Gyr red component in the south at the same redshift as the central galaxy visible in the SDSS image.

The stellar population radial profile recovery is somewhat better in p11-61A, despite both showing signs in their maps of artificial irregularity in their age and metallicities resulting from uncertainty in the spectral fit. This could be the result of galaxy p11-61A being a highly compact object compared to every other object in the sample and thus its fluxes on each individual fibre being higher. Since this galaxy is therefore a much brighter per unit area than other galaxies in the sample we expect errors on its gradients to be lower than the other galaxy in this sub-sample, p11-19B.

The radial profile errors are 0.09, 0.27 dex in age, 0.11, 0.36 dex in metallicity and 0.07, 0.16 dex in stellar mass density for p11-61A and p11-19B, respectively. We note that galaxy p11-19B has a much larger radial extent than other galaxies in the sample, which could explain the larger errors on the profile, but reduces errors in the gradients. Errors on the gradients are 0.07, 0.16 dex in age and 0.11, 0.36 dex for p11-61A and p11-19B, respectively.

4.4 Non-MaNGA galaxies with low-quality data: Group δ

This group has the highest membership of any of the identified groups above, containing seven galaxies, four in plate 11 and three in plate 4. The galaxies in this sub-sample are: p11-127A, p11-127B, p11-19A, p11-19C, p4-127A, p4-127B, and p4-61A. Rather than describing each galaxy in detail, we discuss some interesting features from this group. We later discuss the errors on the radial profiles for these galaxies as part of the sample as a whole and so refer the reader to Section 5.3 for this discussion.

A feature common to p4-127A and p11-127A is the presence of a very strong dust lane across a large portion of the observation. In both cases, this feature is shown clearly in the dust attenuation maps (Figs 8a and b for p4-127A and p11-127A, respectively) and corresponds to somewhat younger ages and less metal-rich (approximately (log age)\(_L\) = 3 Gyr younger and ([Z/H])\(_L\) = 0.2 dex less compared to surroundings). Both of these cases give a clear interpretation of a dusty disc that has undergone more recent star formation than its surroundings. We also note that p11-127A has more variance in its derived stellar population properties, giving a ‘speckled’ appearance in the maps, compared to p4-127A, which can be attributed to the poorer observational conditions in the former case.

The observational conditions combined with the N19 IFU for galaxies p11-19A and p11-19C render the interpretation of stellar population maps (such as the age maps in Figs 9a and b) very difficult; however, one can draw comparisons with the qualitatively similar galaxies in the higher quality sub-samples, galaxies p4-127A and p4-19A, respectively. This gives an idea of the conclusions one might be able to draw from these galaxies if they were observed under better conditions, and conversely how and how much conclusions get blurred by observing galaxies in poor conditions. The variance of stellar population parameters of p11-19A and p11-19C additionally translates to poor constraints on these galaxies’ radial profiles, and so this is a clear limitation of using such low (1 h) exposure times under poor observational conditions.

The main effect of the poor observational conditions is the added Voronoi cell-to-cell variance which washes out smaller scale structure. The identification of galaxy features such as disc structure is not possible in these cases.

5 RESULTS

5.1 Radial gradients

The age and metallicity gradients for the prototype data set are summarized in the histograms of Fig. 10. We re-iterate from the beginning of this section that all gradients and radial profiles are
calculated from mass-weighted stellar population properties rather than light-weighted properties, since these more precisely trace the evolutionary history of the galaxies observed, and thus are more appropriate for assessing formation and evolutionary mechanisms.

Both age and metallicity gradients seem to draw from different distributions for spheroid/early-type galaxies and disc/late-type galaxies. Age gradients for late-types have an overall strongly negative with a mean of $-0.39$ dex and a wide standard deviation of $0.36$ dex, compared to early-type galaxies which have a flat (mean $-0.05$) age gradient and $0.24$ dex standard deviation. Conversely, metallicity gradients for late-type galaxies are flat (mean $0.00$ dex), with $0.17$ dex standard deviation, and early-type galaxies have a
Figure 8. Group δ galaxies p4-127A and p11-127A as in Table 2. These two galaxies have very clear dust lanes that show evidence of more recent star formation than their surroundings. Both of these galaxies have been observed under poorer conditions and lower exposures and dithering setup than expected for MaNGA, although p4-127A has been observed under worse conditions and setup than p11-127A, translating to a more speckled appearance in its maps.

Figure 9. Group δ galaxies p11-19A and p11-19C as in Table 2. These galaxies have been observed under much poorer conditions and much lower exposures and dithering setup than expected for MaNGA. Both of their maps show an unclear distribution of stellar population properties, with in general high amounts of variance between neighbouring pixels.

Figure 10. Summary of all of the age (left) and metallicity (right) gradients deduced for the P-MaNGA data set, using visual morphological classification from SDSS imaging data.
negative gradient of mean $-0.15$ dex with a 0.14 dex standard deviation.

Our findings on metallicity and age gradients agree very well with previous analyses of early-type galaxies, such as in Kobayashi & Arimoto (1999), Saglia et al. (2000), Tamura et al. (2000), Mehlert et al. (2003), Wu et al. (2005), Annibali et al. (2007), Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2007), Rawle et al. (2008), and Kuntschner et al. (2010), in particular the lack of a significant age gradient in early-type galaxies.

For our late-type galaxy sample, we do not attempt to separate the light from the bulge and from the disc as it is beyond the scope of this work. Thus, our overall gradients, particularly in age, cannot be compared directly to previous work that has done this, for example Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2014) and MacArthur, González & Courteau (2009), and work based on local galaxies such as Williams et al. (2009) and Barker et al. (2007). However, we note that our metallicity gradient estimates agree well in these cases. In this paper, we conclude that bulge–disc separation is the main driver for the negative age gradients seen in P-MaNGA galaxies and so our conclusions agree well with the literature. For previous work assessing the age and metallicity gradients of late-type galaxies including the disc and bulge, such as Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2011) and Yoachim & Dalcanton (2008), we find good agreement with our gradients and overall conclusions.

With our limited sample size, we cannot draw significant conclusions on the relationships of stellar population gradients as a function of other physical properties. However, in Fig. 11, to compare with recent work by González Delgado et al. (2014) we plot total stellar mass as measured in P-MaNGA against (log age)$_M$ for the late-type galaxies to see if our results are consistent. Total stellar mass estimates are calculated from $u$, $g$, $r$, $i$, $z$ photometry following the method in Maraston et al. (2006, 2013) for SDSS-III/BOSS galaxies (Pforr et al., in preparation). ‘Photometric’ stellar masses do not suffer from aperture effects as will be described in Section 5.4. In Section 5.4, we also test the relationships between gradients and total stellar mass.

We find that at low masses, below $\sim 10^{10} M_\odot$, (log age)$_M$ gradients are generally close to flat, but that above $\sim 10^{10.5} M_\odot$ the (log age)$_M$ gradients are very strongly negative. This matches well with González Delgado et al. (2014), who find that low-mass disc galaxies show flat age gradients but at higher masses the gradients become strongly negative. They also test early-type galaxies but with our very small sample, we are unable to see a clear correlation with total stellar mass. In our sample, we find no clear evidence for relationships between (log age)$_M$, ([Z/H])$_M$ or ([Z/H])$_M$ with total stellar mass, suggesting that the main driver for the (log age)$_M$–$M_\odot$ relation is the radial transition between bulge and recent star formation in the disc.

5.2 Beam smearing

Results from IFU experiments can be threatened by the risk of ‘beam smearing’, an effect that spreads out the signal for a given pixel position into nearby pixels. Beam smearing is the combination of three observational effects: atmospheric point spread function, sampling size of the IFU fibres, and dithering; the process of offsetting the telescope from the target by small amounts such that the fibres collectively observe whole footprint, including gaps between fibres. The effect of beam smearing should be greatest for the smaller IFUs.

Given that our largest sample of galaxies are late-type galaxies and these have generally a large range of negative gradients, we can test to see if decreasing the IFU size results in poorer age gradient recovery, for these galaxies. Metallicity gradients are not tested since there are both positive and negative gradients in the late-type sample which may be hard to separate between, and our early-type sample is too small to derive meaningful conclusions in this area.

In Fig. 12, we plot the age gradient histograms for the late-type galaxies shown in Fig. 10, but as a function of IFU size: N19, N51, and N127 fibre IFUs. In the left-panel we plot the mass-weighted radial age gradients as we have plotted in Fig. 10, where we find no correlation between mean gradient and IFU size. The mean age gradients are $-0.12, -0.19,$ and $-0.13$ dex for N19, N51, and N127 observations, respectively.

We also plot light-weighted age gradients for comparison in the right-hand panel, since these will be more sensitive to bright stellar populations and so should be more directly related to beam smearing effects. We therefore expect larger (in magnitude) gradients to be present since small amounts of star formation in an otherwise more passive galaxy can cause large changes in the light-weighted profiles. In this case, the separation is much easier to see, with N19 observations giving much flatter gradients (mean $-0.08$ dex) than N127 observations (mean $-0.55$ dex), and N61 lying in between but closer to the N127 observations (mean $-0.43$ dex). We note that the two galaxies with the largest negative age gradients, around $-1.0$ (log age)$_L$/R_e, correspond to two late-type galaxies with both spiral or disc features and very prominent bulges, p9-127A and p11-127A, clearly identifiable visually and covered within P-MaNGA N127 footprint. Hence, it is expected that these galaxies should have very large negative age gradients in their light-weighted profiles, compared to other types of galaxies or smaller IFU sizes where the morphological features may be more difficult to separate.

We therefore conclude that beam smearing does appear to affect the lowest IFU sizes much more in the light-weighted properties, and thus is more sensitive to bright stellar populations such as from very young stars, but this effect is mitigated by calculating mass-weighted properties.

We do not go further to quantify this effect due to small sample size, and thus overlap with other effects such as radial extent and other physical galaxy properties. A detailed analysis of N127...
MaNGA data, downgraded to the other IFU sizes, will be necessary for robust quantification, which will be subject of future work once a larger sample is available. Additionally with the much larger MaNGA sample, we will be able to carry out this analysis with comparable inclinations, morphologies, and colour gradients.

5.3 Statistical error as a function of observational conditions

In each of the P-MaNGA galaxies analysed, we have derived stellar population property statistical errors on each of their pixels, as described in Section 3, which we then propagate to standard errors on each of the elliptical bins in the radial profiles. We explore how these errors vary as a function of the observation conditions and setup used to observe each galaxy.

To measure the error on the gradient, we need to find the standard error at the median radial bin. However, this decreases as a function of the number of pixels used increases, and does not include the covariance between pixels, thereby underestimating the uncertainty on the fit. In this work, we do not estimate covariance between pixels due to the prototype nature of the observations. To compare these errors across each of the P-MaNGA galaxy, we therefore take the standard deviation averaged across all the pixels at each radial bin, assume the number of independent observations is equal to the number of grid points analysed divided by 16, as explained in Section 3.2, and find the median of this value. To be concise, we shall refer to this as the median standard error. This value remains constant as the number of pixels in each bin is changed, allowing us to compare this value across each galaxy directly.

Corresponding errors on the gradients are calculated from the errors on the profile points by using bootstrap resampling of 10 000 points for each profile point recovered and recalculating the linear gradient on each resample. We note that the error calculated assumes a linear fit, hence does not describe how linear the radial profiles are. We assume that the errors on each point are Gaussian, which typically is an accurate approximation of the error obtained from the spectral fit with FIREFLY. We note that errors on the gradient will not directly correspond to the errors on the profile since each galaxy is observed with a different radial extent.

The upper panel of Fig. 13 presents the median standard error for mass-weighted stellar age, metallicity, and surface mass density as a function of plate, each of which corresponds to a set of observational conditions.

Figure 13. Median standard errors (top panel), and errors in the linear gradient (bottom panel), of stellar population profiles as a function of property and observational conditions grouped by plate number, see Table 5. Errors in the gradient are calculated through bootstrap resampling of the median standard errors. Each box plot shows the median and interquartile range of the corresponding sub-sample, each of which contains the median standard error and the errors on the gradients of six galaxies. Stellar mass density gradients not shown as they are not appropriate to fit with a linear profile.
Table 5. Summary of errors on radial profiles and gradients as a function of observational conditions and setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Conditions and setup</th>
<th>Median error in profile/dex</th>
<th>Error on gradient/dex/$R_e$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$\alpha/\beta$</td>
<td>Exposure 3.0 hr, seeing 1.7 arcsec</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\gamma/\delta$</td>
<td>Exposure 2.0 hr, seeing 1.3 arcsec</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$\gamma/\delta$</td>
<td>Exposure 1.0 hr, seeing 2.0 arcsec, (airmass $\sim$ 1.5)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

conditions summarized in Table 4. We can clearly see that for all three properties, plate 9 provides the smallest errors, and plate 11 provides the highest errors, on the radial profiles. Each box plot has a high interquartile range due to the small sample size, as there are only six galaxies in each bin. We remind the reader that only plate 9 has been observed with MaNGA-quality conditions and setup (3 h exposure), whereas plate 4 and plate 11 have less than MaNGA-quality observations (2 h exposure, and 1 h exposure with 1.5 airmass, respectively).

The corresponding errors on the age and metallicity gradients are shown in the lower panel, also summarized in Table 4. We note that this panel does not linearly relate to the upper panel due to each of the galaxies having different radial extents, as well as some parts of the profile being more important than others to constrain the errors on the gradient. We do not calculate stellar mass density gradients as they are not appropriate to fit with a linear profile. Again, plate 9 provides the best gradient determination, with the smallest interquartile ranges in the gradient errors. We thus deduce that plate 9 galaxies provide a more stable and reliable gradient determination for both age and metallicity. There is less evidence to separate plate 4 and plate 11 galaxies in this case, other than plate 11’s age gradients seeming to have a larger interquartile range and thus provides the least stable errors estimations as a function of galaxy observed. Metallicity gradients show little separation in their median value for all three plates, despite plate 9 having a lower interquartile range, suggesting that average metallicity gradients are on average less sensitive to observational quality than age gradients but do become less stable with each galaxy, with worsening observations. Due to the small size of P-MaNGA’s sample, we do not further separate on galaxy type, radial extent, or suggest stronger conclusions on the errors on the profiles and gradients. We summarize the errors in Table 5.

5.4 Stellar mass estimates

Given that our full spectral fitting also allows the calculation of stellar masses, we make a qualitative comparison with previous estimates for the P-MaNGA galaxies.

First, we compare to the widely used MPA-JHU catalogue of the SDSS Data Release 8 pipeline (see Table 2) in Fig. 14. These masses are based on broad-band $ugriz$-filter SED fitting scaled to 3-arcsec fibre sizes. This spatial coverage is much smaller than our P-MaNGA, which extends up to 1.5 effective radii. Hence, we integrate the surface mass density only up to this radius for each galaxy. We find good overall agreement with the MPA-JHU masses with a systematic offset of about 0.1 dex and a scatter of 0.2 dex.

We note that the presence of galaxy gradients may complicate this simple scaling of the M/L ratio as this quantity depends on both age and metallicity. In addition, the stellar population modelling and fitting technique is different. The MPA-JHU masses are based on Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population models and a coarser grid of ages than this work, using (unpublished) models based on the MILES stellar library and a Kroupa IMF. Hence, the stellar library and most importantly the IMF are the same, but the population models and age grids used are different. Other effects could also introduce systematics. The subtraction of stellar mass loss which is performed in our modelling, may correspond to 30–40 per cent by mass depending on the IMF (see Maraston 1998, 2005) and it is not clear to us whether and how this is accounted for in the MPA-JHU calculations.

Furthermore, masses obtained via spectral fitting may be different from those from broad-band SED fit particularly when the former refer to low S/N spectra. Maraston et al. (2013, see the appendix) find that the stellar mass of SDSS-III/BOSS galaxies at redshift 0.4–0.6 were smaller when computed via broad-band $ugriz$ SED fitting.
by 0.25 dex compared to those obtained via PCA spectral fitting by Chen et al. (2012). The hypothesis is that the spectral fitting of low S/N spectra may lead to high ages, which have higher M/L ratios. Chen et al. (2012) quantify this effect by applying full spectral fitting to high S/N empirical spectra and conclude in this direction. In Wilkinson & Maraston (in preparation), we try to quantify this effect via mock galaxies with known input $M^\ast$.

This source of systematics is in common with the second stellar mass comparison plot in Fig. 14, namely ‘photometric’-based stellar masses calculated with the same model and fitting set up as those output of the SDSS-III/BOSS data release and pipeline (Dawson et al. 2013). In brief, these are also broad-band $ugriz$ SED fitting performed with the publicly available code HYPER-Z customized with Maraston (2005) models, Kroupa IMF, and our same account of mass-loss. The template star formation histories encompass a range of exponentially declining $\tau$-models, ranging from 0.1 to 3 Gyr. No dust reddening is applied to the fitting in order to minimize the age–dust degeneracy which can lead to too young solutions which underestimate the true stellar mass (see Pforr et al. 2012). We note that a clump of galaxies in this lower left of the plot which seem even quite far from the line are all identified as star-forming late-type galaxies in this sample, and so we expect a $\tau$ to not be able to capture these more complex star formation histories, explaining this discrepancy. Our stellar masses are on average 0.15 dex smaller than these photometric total masses. This offset will mainly come from the difference in aperture. Since P-MaNGA covers on average $1.5 R_e$ rather than the full extent of the galaxy as in the photometric masses, we expect our observations to cover $\sim 75$ per cent of the light. This

5.5 Effect of input stellar library

As anticipated in Section 3.1, we perform spectral fitting with models based on three different empirical stellar libraries. We use the same example galaxy p9-127A for which we show in Fig. 15 $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_L$ and $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_M$ maps, light-weighted age, and metallicity profiles and stellar mass density profiles. In both this section and Section 5.6, we use light-weighted properties for the radial profiles, as these are more sensitive tracers of processes that we wish to test recovery of, such as recent star formation or very low metallicity stellar populations. However, we also discuss the differences between the light- and mass-weighted age maps.

Note that in this comparison we have restricted the model parameters to be identical, hence results obtained with the MILES-based models here will be different from those obtained with the full parameter range. This corresponds to a wavelength range of 3900–6800 Å, ages varying between 30 Myr and 15 Gyr, and metallicities of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 times solar metallicity. Hence for example, the metallicity gradient for MILES-based models is somewhat positive in this case compared to the negative gradient for the same galaxy fit with the full parameter range, for which we are able to use lower metallicity stellar population components.

These plots illustrate behaviours of the model comparisons that are found among all test galaxies, namely:

![Figure 15](http://mnras.oxfordjournals.org/)
(i) Overall distributions of stellar ages are similar in structure; however, the average age values can vary by an order of 3 Gyr in the worst cases (see for example, the radial extent of high ages in the MILES stellar age map in Fig. 15, compared to the other two models). Age gradients are the same for the three models.

(ii) Metallicity maps and profiles also show very similar structures among the three models, though STELIB-based models correspond to a slight increase of 0.1 dex in [Z/H] in the outer parts of its maps compared to the other models. The metallicity gradients are flat for MILES and ELODIE-based models but the STELIB-based models have a clear increase in the inner 0.2 $R_{\text{e}}$, giving a positive metallicity gradient across the whole galaxy of 0.1 dex/$R_{\text{e}}$.

(iii) We note that ELODIE-based models have slightly redder spectra than STELIB-based models at these approximate parameters, explaining why STELIB-based models fit for higher metallicity and slightly higher age. Age–metallicity degeneracy causes this colour offset to mix between age and metallicity offsets. This is visible in Fig. 15 where the larger offsets in either the age or metallicity profiles at a given radius correspond to a smaller offset in the other profile.

(iv) Stellar mass maps obtained also show very similar structure, with 0.1 dex variation between models visible in the gradients. This is interpreted as different models fitting differently according to age–metallicity degeneracy, with the older ages (as in the MILES-based models) corresponding to higher stellar mass.

These systematic effects between libraries may be important and so we provide the fitting parameters obtained for all three libraries used. These conclusions allow us to have estimates for systematic errors in the modelling to bear in mind when considering comparisons with other fitting codes, methods, models, and surveys. A more quantitative and comprehensive analysis of this will be subject of future work based on a larger set of MaNGA galaxies.

5.6 Comparison with the CALIFA galaxy survey and with PPXF

In the P-MaNGA sample, there are three galaxies that overlap with the CALIFA survey (Sánchez et al. 2012). Two of these lie in group δ, whose poor data quality in the P-MaNGA survey make a direct comparison between the results of the survey difficult to interpret. However, one galaxy, p9-127A, lies in group β, enabling a good opportunity to explore how MaNGA-like observations compare to CALIFA observations, even though this galaxy will not be in MaNGA due to its redshift being too low.

The fitting code used in CALIFA is STARBURST99 (Erb et al. 2006), and the stellar population models are a blend of Vazdekis et al. (2010) and González Delgado et al. (2005) for STARBURST99/CALIFA.

In the left-hand panels of Fig. 16, we plot the light-weighted stellar age and metallicity of p9-127A as measured by applying CALIFA data cubes (CALIFA 277 in Cid Fernandes et al. 2013) but with this paper’s plotting scheme. These can be compared directly with the corresponding plots applying FIREFLY to P-MaNGA data cubes. We also compare to PPXF fits of the same P-MaNGA spectra as used in this paper’s analysis in the middle panels of Fig. 16.

We find a remarkable agreement in the structures of maps between STARBURST99/CALIFA and FIREFLY/P-MaNGA, particularly between the stellar age and stellar mass map. The CALIFA metallicity map appears to show much finer structure in its core than the P-MaNGA map, although the general high-metallicity core with lobes of lower metallicity is matched in both codes and surveys. This finer structure could be artificial, arising from uncertainties in deconvolving the CALIFA fibre spectra into the data cube, since CALIFA has a lower fibre density across the P-MaNGA radial foot-print analysed in this galaxy.

We look quantitatively at these differences by binning the properties in elliptical annuli in the right-hand panels of Fig. 16, where we have plotted the corresponding properties from the left-hand panel as radial profiles. Again, we note remarkable agreement in stellar age (<0.1 dex at all points), bearing in mind that the statistical errors plotted will be much lower than the systematic errors from flux calibration, covariance between pixels, and stellar population model uncertainties. We find a more complex structure, and generally lower values, in metallicity in the CALIFA profile than the P-MaNGA profile, differing by up to 0.1 dex in [Z/H]. We note that the stronger transition between high and low metallicity identified in FIREFLY and, as discussed below, in PPXF, is consistent with the bulge/disc separation visible in the SDSS image of the galaxy. The agreement here is very encouraging since we use a different set of models, base stellar population components, wavelength range, fitting code, and survey compared to Cid Fernandes et al. (2013).

In the middle panels of Fig. 16, we show the $⟨\log\text{age}⟩$, and $⟨[Z/H]⟩$, maps extracted with the full-spectrum fitting PPXF code on the P-MaNGA profile with FIREFLY fitted. For this comparison, PPXF used as input a grid of SSP models from Vazdekis et al. (2010), based on the MILES stellar library. Ages were sampled with 24 models logarithmically spaced between 0.08 and 14 Gyr, while for each age metallicity was samples by six models with $[M/H] = [-1.71, -1.31, -0.71, -0.40, 0.00, 0.22]$, for a total of 144 model templates. The fit was restricted to the wavelength range from 3600 to 7400 Å. To suppress the noise in the inferred population parameter, we used linear regularization (keyword REGUL in PPXF) in the two-dimensional age and metallicity distribution. The level of regularization was chosen in such a way that the $\chi^2$ of the regularized fit increases by $\Delta\chi^2 \approx \sqrt{2N_{\text{data}}} - \chi^2$ from the unregularized best-fitting $\chi^2$. This provides the smoothest age–metallicity distribution consistent with the observed spectrum. The results are very weakly sensitive to the choice of the regularization parameter. The stellar kinematics was fitted simultaneously to the stellar population. We adopted a six-degree multiplicative polynomial to account for possible inaccuracies in the relative flux calibration and remove the effect of dust attenuation on the continuum shape. No additive polynomials were used to avoid affecting the line strength of the SSP models.

The profiles and maps of PPXF fits find good spatial agreement with FIREFLY. The systematically higher ages, by about 0.2 going out to 0.4 dex, and the greater smoothness of the age maps compared to both STARBURST99/CALIFA and FIREFLY/P-MaNGA could arise from differences in the ages of the SSP templates used. For example, the other two codes include younger ages (in our case down to 6.5 Myr, see Table 3). The metallicity of the PPXF fits agrees with the other codes to within 0.1 dex. This suggests that the greatest sensitivity on the results obtained is from the range of SSPs used, based on this example. We will investigate these differences in detail for a larger sample in future work.

In conclusion, we find an overall good, ∼0.1 dex, agreement between the CALIFA/FIREFLY and P-MaNGA/FIREFLY, and across all cases consistent recovery of the spatial features of the galaxy observed, and higher differences in age are present when comparing with P-MaNGA/PPXF which may just come by construction. Matching general profiles are recovered in all three cases, but differences caused by the different analysis codes, stellar population templates used, and models are significant and larger than the random errors in the analysis of detailed features.
(a) Stellar age maps for CALIFA 277 / p9-127A. In the left panel are the results from this paper. In the middle panel are the results from fitting to P-MaNGA with PPXF. In the right panel, results from fitting CALIFA data with STARLIGHT are shown as derived in Cid Fernandes et al. (2013).

(b) As above but for metallicity.

(c) Radial profiles of age (left-hand panel) and metallicity (right-hand panel), colour-coded by the survey and fitting code used.

Figure 16. Derived stellar population maps and profiles for CALIFA-277, known in this paper as p9-127A, a target shared by both the P-MaNGA and CALIFA surveys at observational conditions similar to those expected for MaNGA. The galaxy as observed with CALIFA is analysed with the spectral fitting code STARLIGHT, and is compared to the results from P-MaNGA observations with both FIREFLY analysis and analysis with PPXF as described in Section 5.6.

6 COMPARISONS WITH OTHER P-MANGA ANALYSES

In this section, we compare the analyses in this paper with other current analyses of the P-MaNGA data.

6.1 Emission line ratios

Emission line ratios are a powerful tool to study the state of the ionized gas in galaxies. The Baldwin–Phillips–Terlevich (BPT; Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981; Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987) diagram, making use of the line ratios \([\text{N} \text{II}] \, \lambda 6584/\text{H}\alpha\) and \([\text{O} \text{III}] \, \lambda 5007/\text{H}\beta\), is the most popular diagnostic used to distinguish ionization due to star formation from ionization due to other sources, including active galactic nuclei (AGN), low-ionization nuclear emission-line regions (LINERs) and shocks. A detailed analysis of the ionized gas content of the P-MaNGA galaxies using the BPT diagram, complemented with other diagnostics, is presented in Belfiore et al. (2014).

In this section, we compare the results of the BPT classification with stellar ages and metallicities derived in this paper from full spectral fitting. We make use of the emission lines maps created by Belfiore et al. (2014) and plot in Fig. 17 the position of all the regions in the 14 galaxies considered by Belfiore et al. (2014) in the BPT diagram. Belfiore et al. (2014) discuss a comparison with D4000 and H\& absorption. Here, we extend this analysis by directly comparing with stellar population ages and metallicities. We make use of the demarcation lines of Kewley et al. (2001) and Kauffmann et al. (2003b). We refer the reader to Belfiore et al. (2014) for a careful discussion of the assumptions and caveats implicit in the use of these demarcation lines. We expect galactic regions (Vorornoi bins) which lie below the demarcation Kauffmann et al. (2003b) line to harbour ongoing star formation in \(\text{H} \text{II}\) regions. This is confirmed by the study of the stellar population ages, as evident in the left-hand side of Fig. 17, where the regions lying below the Kauffmann...
et al. (2003b) line present younger stellar populations, consistently with a significant population of O and B stars, capable of ionizing classical H II regions.

We wish to remark on the cluster of young points (t ~ 100 Myr) which lie just across the Kauffmann et al. (2003b) line: these all belong to a single galaxy (p11-19C) which is experiencing a starburst. This galaxy is found by Belfiore et al. (2014) to be nitrogen enriched and hence appearing to cross over into the ‘Composite’ region of the BPT diagram, between the two demarcation lines, although its ionization is fully compatible with star formation.

It is very interesting to note that, as we move away from the star-forming sequence in the BPT diagram towards the ‘right-wing’, inhabited by AGN and LINERs, we see progressively older stellar populations. There is a tantalizing hint that the regions lying at higher [N II]/Hα, generally associated with LINERs, are older than the regions at lower [N II]/Hα, generally associated with AGN. Larger statistics and a bona fide AGN sample is needed to make further progress in the study of stellar populations of AGN and LINER hosts, but the results from these preliminary observations seem to confirm trends already observed in SDSS for the global galaxy population (Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Kewley et al. 2006; Cid Fernandes et al. 2010). This analysis also confirms the more simplistic conclusions reached using stellar populations indices (D_{4000}(4000) and EW(Hα)) in Belfiore et al. (2014) and Li et al. (2015).

The right-hand side of Fig. 17 shows BPT diagram colour-coded by stellar metallicity. We see that AGN hosts have more metal-rich stellar populations, most likely because they are more massive, which would then give a mass–metallicity relationship as described in e.g. Thomas et al. (2010). In the star-forming regions, on the other hand, we see a variety of stellar metallicities from relatively metal poor to metal rich. The pixels with metal-poor populations are mostly found at high [O iii]/Hβ ratio, coinciding with regions of low metallicity in the gas (Shields & Searle 1978).

6.2 Absorption and emission line diagnostics

Li et al. (2015) perform emission- and absorption-line fitting to obtain 2D maps and radial gradients of the D_{4000} Angstrom break and the equivalent widths of Hα absorption and Hα emission for the P-MaNGA data set. They categorize the data set into two groups; ‘centrally quiescent/passive’, where the D_{4000} break in the central pixel of the P-MaNGA data cube of the galaxy observed is above 1.6, and ‘centrally star forming’, where the D_{4000} break is below 1.6. They find that their centrally star-forming galaxies generally have very weak radial variation in these diagnostics, whereas the gradients of centrally quiescent galaxies are significant.

We compare their results to the ages and metallicities obtained from spectral fitting in two sets of figures, first to assess how well their indices trace our results, and secondly to see whether we recover similar gradients as a function of galaxy group. We note that plate II galaxies, identified in this paper as being the most difficult to recover smooth gradients from, are excluded from their analysis due to being unable to obtain reliable diagnostic measurements. Fig. 18 shows the pixel-by-pixel Hα and D_{4000} as a function of this paper’s recovered ages and metallicities.

As expected, we see a clear dependence of both D_{4000} and EW(Hα) with both age (Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Kauffmann 2014) and metallicity (Davidge & Grinder 1995; Worthey & Ottaviani 1997; Maraston 2005), as well as some scatter which could be due to other dependences such as dust attenuation and element abundance ratios (Thomas, Maraston & Korn 2004; Sánchez et al. 2012) as well as observational errors and statistical errors in the spectral fitting. We confirm a clear dependence on age, which becomes flatter as metallicity decreases, for both indices (see Maraston 2005). We see that there is an approximately 0.1 in D_{4000} and 1.0 in EW(Hα) scatter.

We note that there are two branches of high metallicity, high age points in the Hα plot that are not visible in the D_{4000} plot. The bifurcation is due to most of the high metallicity points coming from a single galaxy in the sample, galaxy p9-127B, which is the dust clumpy galaxy shown in Fig. 2. The galaxy has high metallicity (above ([Z/H])_1 > 0.05), high age (∑log(age))_1 > 5 Gyr) and high D_{4000} (> 1.8) across all of the bulge and most of the disc, except the dust lane region where these values are much lower. However, the EW(Hα) has a large asymmetry between the two sides of the core along the major axis that transitions quickly between very low (∼2) to more moderate (∼0) values, giving rise to the appearance...
Figure 18. $D_{4000}$ and EW(Hα) measurements from Li et al. (2015) as a function of the light-weighted stellar ages and metallicities (colour-coded) derived in this paper. Each pixel from all of their sub-sample of P-MaNGA galaxies is plotted following the binning scheme used in Belfiore et al. (2014).

In Fig. 19, we use the same plotting and binning conventions used in Li et al. (2015), binning our properties in 0.2 effective radius annular bins and measuring the difference in age and metallicity determined from the first bin ($r_0$). We use classifications based on measured $D_{4000}$ in the central pixel of each galaxy in the upper panels, and use the same morphological classification as used in Table 2 in the lower panels.

of two fairly distinct branches in the HδA plot. The physical explanation for why this asymmetry exists in this galaxy in HδA and not the other properties is not currently known.

In Fig. 19, we use the same plotting and binning conventions used in Li et al. (2015), binning our properties in 0.2 effective radius
Encouragingly, we see that age gradients are clearly the main driver of the split between centrally quiescent and centrally star-forming galaxies, with metallicity gradients showing no clear divide between the two. We emphasize that this result is not in conflict with the gradient results presented earlier. The centrally quenched galaxies in Li et al. (2015) contain a mix of different morphologies, and in particular include objects in which the combination of a passive central bulge with a star-forming disc result in the age gradients measured. If we separate again by morphology as in Section 5.1, we recover the conclusions presented in that section as shown by Fig. 10. We note that compared to the gradients derived in Fig. 10, we only analyse up to 1 \( R_e \) in this figure to match Li et al. (2015), hence we do not probe the outer regions of the early-type galaxies which will typically have a lower metallicity stellar component and therefore a more negative gradient.

We find that age gradients in late-type galaxies are typically negative whereas the early-type galaxies are typically flat. The metallicity gradients of late-type galaxies show no clear separation, while the early-type galaxies have on average more negative gradients. This shows that the clear distinction in age and metallicity gradients between centrally quiescent and centrally star-forming galaxies as discussed in Li et al. (2015) is mostly driven by bulge–disc transition. Such a transition will be more clearly identifiable in the full MaNGA sample.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We have shown and discussed the first application of full spectral fitting of stellar population models to P-MaNGA galaxy data, a prototypical data release preceding the start of the actual MaNGA IFU galaxy survey (Bundy et al. 2015). We embarked in this work for several reasons, namely exploring the capabilities of our fitting and modelling method to unveil the physical parameters of galaxies and study our success as a function of observational conditions, exposure times, and galaxy type. As a hotspot of our approach, we introduce a method to deal with dust attenuation that by removing the large-scale features of spectra such as the continuum before fitting, allow us to fit unattenuated spectra and to then derive very accurate dust values. We calibrate the method by using galaxies which display dust lanes in their optical images as well as mock galaxies with known dust input. We show that we can accurately recover the dust displacement in the stellar population maps. This now allows us to calculate other stellar population properties that are more accurate and physically plausible, such as radially symmetric stellar mass maps.

We present our calculations as 2D maps of age, metallicity, dust, and stellar mass and their corresponding radial profiles and gradients. Since the P-MaNGA data contain a varied selection of galaxy types, we show that we are able to recover many different features and structures in this data, such as spiral arms, additional galaxy components, clear radial profiles for spheroidal galaxies, and artefacts in the data. This will be a superlativa tracer of galaxy evolution.

We derive radial profiles of age, metallicity, and stellar mass for all of the P-MaNGA data. We show that the mass profiles are in general very smooth as a function of radius. Age and metallicity profiles can show uneveness, which depends on the quality of observations. We notice that the maps of poorly observed or noisy galaxies display an increased variance on the Voronoi bins which create fake structures, but most importantly erase the signature of real structures as spiral arms.

Importantly for galaxy evolution studies, we derive the radial gradients of stellar population properties. We find that metallicity gradients are negative for spheroids (\(-0.15 \text{ dex}/R_e\)), compared to the flat gradients of late-type galaxies, which is consistent with previous knowledge. Age gradients are also negative for late type galaxies (\(-0.39 \text{ dex}/R_e\)), though almost negligible for spheroids, which is again consistent with the literature. We calculate statistical errors on the radial profiles and gradients obtained as a function of observational quality, comprised of S/N, airmass, and exposure times, which we will use to calibrate analysis of MaNGA data.

Additionally, we demonstrate that the stellar mass density profiles remain relatively unchanged as a function of three stellar population model input stellar spectral libraries, even if we find \(-0.1 \text{ dex} \) differences in the age and metallicity profiles. None the less, the overall set of gradients for the P-MaNGA data sample is consistent across the three model libraries. Additionally, we show that the recovery of spatial features in age and metallicity is consistent across model, fitting code, fitting parameters, and the CALIFA survey.

Lastly, we show how comparisons with analyses of the absorption and emission features MaNGA data can shed light on galaxy evolution questions such as inside–out growth and/or quenching, and studies of AGN.

This work will proceed with the analysis of the full MaNGA data set in the future, and constitutes the basis of our understanding of the performances of full spectral fitting on MaNGA-type IFU data.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we provide the stellar population maps and radial profiles of the P-MaNGA galaxies described briefly in the results section, but not shown there to avoid disrupting the flow of the paper with detail about individual galaxies. As in the results section, we split our analyses by groups as described in Table 2.

A1 Additional maps: Group $\alpha$

Galaxy p9-19D (Fig. A1) has been observed with MaNGA-like data quality with 3 h exposures, decent (1.7 arcsec) seeing conditions, and is in the MaNGA primary sample selection. It is an early-type galaxy that has been observed with the N 19 I F Us e t u p . We see a high level of radial symmetry in the age, metallicity, and stellar mass density maps. It has a $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_L = 6$ Gyr/$\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_M = 8$ Gyr, somewhat supersolar metallicity core going down to $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_L = \langle \log \text{age} \rangle_M = 5$ Gyr with approximately solar metallicity at above 1 effective radius, and shows little signs of dust. It therefore has quite clear, albeit weak, negative age, and metallicity gradients.

Galaxies p9-19E (Fig. A2) and p9-127B (Fig. A3) have N19 and N127 IFU observations covering 2.2 and 2.4 effective radii, respectively. The early-type galaxy p9-19E shows a much flatter age and metallicity profile and is considerably younger in $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_L$ than the primary-selected early-type galaxies, though similar $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_M$ to other galaxies in the sample, with evidence of a possibly younger core in the population maps that is washed out with the intermixed older population in the radial profile. This suggest recent star formation is well mixed within most of the galaxy, giving the maps a clumpy structure.

Conversely, galaxy p9-127B (Fig. A3) is an edge-on late-type galaxy with a very complex structure in its stellar population maps. We see a band of $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_L = 0.8$ Gyr/$\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_M = 2$ Gyr on average), but also has some regions of older populations, on average 1 Gyr older and more metal poor ($-0.50$ dex or less) in a ring around the central kpc core. This is visible in the radial profiles in both age and metallicity as a peak and a dip, respectively, in these properties at low radius. In age, this trend turns over to give a negative gradient but in metallicity it rises again at 1.0 $R_e$ to give a positive gradient on average.

A2 Additional maps: Group $\beta$

Galaxy p9-127A (Fig. A4) is identified very clearly in the light-weighted population maps as a galaxy with an old (8 Gyr) metal-rich ($[Z/H] = 0.2$) core with a younger (1–2 Gyr) and less metal-rich ($[Z/H] = -0.2$) outer population, which matches in position with the imaging data as corresponding to the inner part of the spiral arm structure. The mass-weighted properties shows a flatter structure across the galaxy, suggesting that the star formation in the spiral arms are the main driver of the structure in the light-weighted properties. As mentioned earlier, the large difference between mass-weighted and light-weighted age indicates a more continuous star formation history, consistent with spiral arm star formation histories. This spiral structure is also traced in the dust attenuation maps.

We note the presence of a foreground star on top of the image, which we mask over in the radial profiles by applying a recessional velocity cut in the data before fitting.

A3 Additional maps: Group $\gamma$

Galaxy p4-19B (Fig. A5) is a late-type galaxy with a fairly complex structure in its stellar population maps. We see a band of $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_M = \langle \log \text{age} \rangle_L = 1$ Gyr stretching across the maps from north-east to south-west. This band is visible in the other maps as having low $\langle [Z/H] \rangle_L$ and $\langle [Z/H] \rangle_M$, but high $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_M$ compared to the back-ground halo. This combination is suggestive an intermediate age disc population with a background old halo and/or disc population, with a high contribution of star formation in the outer disc regions of the galaxy giving a significant negative age gradient in $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_L$ or a flat gradient in $\langle \log \text{age} \rangle_M$. 

(a) SDSS image with the P-MaNGA footprint.

(b) Dust extinction, E(B-V).

(c) Flux map with isoflux contours (green).

(d) Luminosity-weighted stellar age.

(e) Luminosity-weighted metallicity.

(f) Stellar mass.

(g) Mass-weighted stellar age.

(h) Mass-weighted metallicity.

(i) Stellar mass-to-light ratio in the SDSS $i$-band.

(j) Radial age profile.

(k) Radial metallicity profile.

(l) Stellar mass surface density gradient profile.

Figure A1. Group α, galaxy p9-19D as in Table 2. Stellar population maps and profiles analysed using MILES-based models with their full parameter range, as described in detail in Fig. 5. This galaxy, like p9-19B in Fig. 5, has been observed with good observational conditions with a MaNGA-like exposure time and dithering, and is selected in the MaNGA primary sample. Therefore, out of the P-MaNGA data set, these observations are the most similar to the expected output of the MaNGA primary sample.
Figure A2. Group α, galaxy p9-19E as in Table 2. Stellar population maps and profiles analysed using MILES-based models with their full parameter range, as described in detail in Fig. 5. This galaxy has been observed under good observational conditions with MaNGA-like exposure time and dithering, but covers a larger radial extent than would be targeted in the MaNGA primary sample. However, it is selected by the MaNGA secondary sample.
Figure A3. Group α, galaxy p9-127B as in Table 2. Stellar population maps and profiles analysed using MILES-based models with their full parameter range, as described in detail in Fig. 5. This galaxy has been observed under good observational conditions with MaNGA-like exposure time and dithering, but covers a larger radial extent than would be targeted in the MaNGA primary sample, like galaxy p9-19E (Fig. A2), and is selected by the MaNGA secondary sample.
Figure A4. Group β, galaxy p9-127A as in Table 2. Stellar population maps and profiles analysed using MILES-based models with their full parameter range, as described in detail in Fig. 5. This galaxy is taken under MaNGA-like observational conditions and setup, but is not targeted in the main MaNGA samples due to its low redshift, and therefore radial coverage by MaNGA IFUs. Hence, this galaxy is observed with a higher amount of structural detail than we should expect to observe with MaNGA.
Figure A5. Group γ, galaxy p4-19B as in Table 2. Stellar population maps and profiles analysed using MILES-based models with their full parameter range, as described in detail in Fig. 5. This galaxy has been observed under poorer conditions and a lower exposure and dithering setup than expected for MaNGA. Unlike galaxy p4-19C (Fig. 7), we resolve a more complex stellar population structure that reflects the asymmetric colour distribution seen in the SDSS image.